PROFILE OF NEW STUDENTS ENTERING MLIS PROGRAM SEPTEMBER 2006

- 41 confirmed new students  *Also have a transfer student attending 2nd year
- 1 Aboriginal student
- 2 Inter-Faculty combined degree MA/SLIS
- Students' academic backgrounds are diverse: Anthropology, Arts, Biology, Communication, Elem. Education, English, French Literature, French & Literacy, Geography, German/Russian Language, History, Humanities, Journalism, Marine Biology, Mechanical Engineering, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Sociology, Religious Studies, Urban Studies,

- Total students hold 41 undergraduate degrees and 10 graduate degrees
- 86 % of the new students are female (36) 6 Male students
- Average age is : 30 years of age
- Total of 17 students outside of Alberta
  
  British Columbia - 6  
  Saskatchewan - 4  
  Manitoba - 1  
  Ontario - 2  
  Nova Scotia – 1  
  Quebec - 1  

Universities Attended: (Outside of Canada there have been degrees earned from China, Korea, and USA)

Athabasca University
Brigham Young University - USA  
Calvin Institute – AB  
Capilano College – BC  
Carleton University - ON  
College of New Caledonia, UNBC – BC  
Concordia University College of Alberta  
Dalhousie University - NS  
Grant MacEwen College - AB  
Lancaster University, United Kingdom  
McGill University - QC  
McMaster University – ON  
Memorial University - NL  
Mt. Allison University – NS  
Mt. Royal College - AB  
Nankai University - China  
Okanagan University - BC  
Northern Lights College - BC  
Pusan University of Foreign Studies - Korea  
Queen's University – ON  
Red Deer College - AB  
Simon Fraser University - BC  
Tianjin University - China  
University of Alberta  
University of Arizona - USA  
University of British Columbia  
University of Calgary  
University College - London UK  
University of Kansas - USA  
University of Manitoba  
University of Northern British Columbia  
University of Ottawa  
University of Saskatchewan  
University of Toronto - ON  
University of Victoria - BC  
University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, USA  
York University - ON